
The Magic of AcuDetox®
by Brian C. Bailey M.D.
Part One, Chapter Three: Help Which Is Needed Vs. Help Which Is Available

But what we can do, as flawed as we are, is still see God in other 
people, and do our best to help them find their own grace. That's 
what I strive to do, that's what I pray to do every day. 
                                                                            Barack Obama

Understanding does not cure evil, but it is a definite help, 
inasmuch as one can cope with a comprehensible darkness.   
                                                                              Carl Jung

  In 1985 Dr. Michael O. Smith created the National Acupuncture Detoxification Association.   
Its purpose was and is to teach  healthcare personnel how to apply the AcuDetox formula in an 
addiction setting. Initially and until recently, people came to train at the Lincoln Hospital for a 
period of 70 hours spread over two weeks. I have sent a number of people do this training, 
largely because from the first person I sent, people come back raving about their experience.  
Ostensibly, learning how to put pins in the five treatment locations is the object of the training, 
but, while they are learning, the acronym for the organization, N. A.D.A.,  ( nada  means nothing 
in Spanish) reminds practitioners of the second tenet of Smith’s approach–namely that 
practitioners are  warned against,  and at the Lincoln, prohibited from meddling with the 
psychological experience which recipients undergo during AcuDetox. This does not mean that 
recipients are treated coldly – anything but. It does mean the treatment is offered first and 
foremost, while talk can wait until there is a new substrate with which to work. Recipients are 
often referred to  Alcoholics Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous after treatment.

 The location of the Lincoln Hospital in New York City led to an extension  the use of 
AcuDetox after the health-care system  was stretched to deal with the emotional fallout of 
the 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.  A walk-in clinic was set up which 
people could attend as needed.  The results were sufficiently positive that a permanent 
team was formed which has responded to mass disasters like Hurricane Katrina and the 
deaths following a shooting spree at a university in Virginia. Subsequently, the 
practitioners in some clinics13 who have trained to do AcuDetox for substance addiction 
have been folding stress management into their repertoire.

 Anecdotally, it would seem that those patients who presented with problems requiring stress management without 
substance addiction have done well. This must be thrilling to practitioners who had little to offer any of these people 
who present with seemingly hopeless problems. But when one relies on anecdotal evidence, cases in which nothing 
much happens are hardly the ones that are reported. Certainly, I can report to you that we had lots of clients in the 
early going who went through the process with little if any benefit  – largely because we didn’t know what to do 
when there was no apparent surface response - or when we failed to understand what was happening. And there were 
other patients who must still be cursing me for becoming overenthusiastic, and pushing them beyond what they 
currently could do. My current partner, Daksha Patel, who trained at the Lincoln  and who came to know Dr. Smith 
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better than most people, has been invited on a number of occasions  to talk about our 
approach at NADA annual meetings. The response has been mixed, even with Dr. 
Smith’s support.  While some NADA practitioners have given her talks a warm 
response, others stopped talking to her after she spoke. Daksha is so selflessly friendly 
that this could hardly be personal rejection.  Instead, this is quite evidently an aspect of 
the Medici Effect as described by Frans Johanssen14  in his book by the same name. In 
13th century Florence,  the Medici family were clearly the richest of families,  began to 
use their money to encourage talented artists in different fields to cross fertilize their 
expertise, and working together, rather than under the instructions of a benefactor – 
usually the Pope. The result was The Renaissance - when art flourished as never before. 
When expertise is burgeoning with in a field, and someone comes along wanting to 
cross fertilize it something from another field, the proponents of each of the original 
fields become caught up, without knowing it, in the vested interest of defending their 
field against encroachment from the outside.  This book will be of interest, perhaps, to 
those  practitioners in whom vested interests are not in play -  and to those potential 
recipients who want to take AcuDetox  to its further reaches.

 The Magic of AcuDetox As a Self-help Manual

 If we return to the stories of Chapters 1 and 2, we will see that AcuDetox works its magic  independent of 
concurrent efforts of the provider to create behavioral change.  recipients feel major relaxation from the first 
insertion of pins – but real change usually  awaits the completion of 15 sessions. Most providers are steeped in the 
NADA dictum against intervention during the pinning period at least. When we provide AcuDetox expressly for the 
purpose of stress management15  and call it AcuDestress, we also follow the short term dictum against intervention. 
The exception to this is that we do provide  what we consider as sought-after information in question-and-answer 
sessions 3 times during the AcuDetox sessions and at the end.  This information parallels what you are reading in 
this book, but is presented in much abbreviated detail  and is punctuated by real questions from the floor. It also 
contains some question-and-answer material that relates to the evolving recipient experience that occurs during the 
course of three weeks of AcuDetox – information which I will also provide in Part Two of The Magic of AcuDetox. 

  Let me reiterate here what I’ve already said previously, that the total work done is provided by the pins.  This is the  
effect of correcting deficient kidney yin.  This is making of the empty fire into a fire which burns with effectiveness. 
This is not the placebo effect - which would require the recipient to have positive beliefs about what is possible. For 
the most part, regardless of what we say, the experience of suddenly acquiring an ability which spawns competency 
does not have any cachet in our culture. We are not  culturally easy believers in the power of the pins, or for that 
matter in the power of the human being to evolve into something more complex, even less so if it is in short order.

What is it That we Have to Offer Beyond the Pins?

 We have a certain number of people who come to the end of AcuDetox only to tell us that 
nothing has happened.  Having experienced it a number of times we have learned what to 
do next, or in the case of some people whom we see functioning at a higher level, even if 
they don’t acknowledge it, we can just say nothing.  In order to consider whether I could 
write a book which would make the difference in some people between actualizing the 
potential of AcuDetox or having it wither on the vine, I first  felt the necessity to assess 
what it is we are offering which is effective beyond inserting the pins.  At least part of what 
we have to offer is information which people can use to facilitate the experiences they are 
having. Sometimes early post-treatment breakthroughs are of low enough amplitude that 
they’re under the person’s radar. I had one person tell me that he had gotten nothing from 
the sessions, and he reported this with derision in his voice. He said that while he failed to 
benefit from AcuDetox, afterwards he had discovered a diet, which after eight years of 
being off work due to food sensitivities, had allowed him to get back into the workforce. 
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I mused to myself that it had not occurred to him that perhaps he wouldn’t have found the  diet if his inquisitiveness 
hadn’t been tweaked by AcuDetox. Why hadn’t he discovered the diet in the previous eight years? I thought better 
of correcting him.  What’s the margin and telling him he might be wrong, if he got what he needed in the end?

 Compassion For the Process

The other aspect we contribute is a compassionate understanding, providing encouragement to keep the process up 
going.  I know t compassion is often necessary.  I’m considering the possibility, since AcuDetox is so widely 
available today worldwide, of a recipient–reader receiving their AcuDetox in their own community while following 
the book along for the support it would offer when the breakthrough ability (or RESOURCE)  made an appearance 
after the treatment. Two years ago I would’ve said “No, it’s  impossible for a book to play the role that a human 
being has played up until now.” Now,  the more I write, the more I am changing my mind.  It may just be that a 
sufficient body of information now exists,  that laying it out would function as the support people need. 

Helping Recipients Locate Their RESOURCE

 This is a good place to tell another story of the recipient who 
came to see me after her AcuDetox and told me that she had  
gained nothing from the process. Fortunately, she had done 
AcuDetox with her husband, who was with her when she said 
that she had gotten nothing. He almost fell off his chair. He 
could hardly believe that she felt nothing was  happening when 
he noticed such a difference in her. He told the story of her 
receiving a call from the church they attended,   inviting her to 
come to a Christmas baked goods exchange.  

He reminded her that she had quickly accepted the invitation - 
in contrast to her response to almost every other invitation over 
the years - which she had turned down politely.  Not only had 
she gone to the baking exchange, but when she got there she 
found that she had misunderstood the instructions. She had 
turned up with a dozen cookies, while every one else showed 
up with a bushel basket. He reminded her that embarrassment 
usually caused her to turn tail and run, but that this time she 
simply found out what she needed to do, made other 
arrangements to trade cookies with the people who came. 

There really wasn’t much I need to do beyond the fact that I had asked the question which sparked the exchange 
between the husband and wife. It was clear to all that she was stepping forward into territory which would have been 
a “no go” previously, and that she was doing it with uncharacteristic fearlessness. This turned out to be a permanbent 
emergence of spontaneity on her part – which was the exact complement she needed for her withdrawing–
introspective personality.  I had begun by this time to call this the instinctual resource -  the rising of spontaneous 
movement into life on the part of a person whose main response to life had been withdrawal.  Hesitancy to 
participate, when compounded over a long period of time, can show up as depression. Depression can occur for 
other reasons, but people who are inclined to be depressed  at various times throughout their whole lives are often 
INSTINCTUAL RESOURCE  persons. Two years later, this woman who hardly ever felt comfortable in situations 
where she might be expected to be spontaneous, was participating freely (and enjoying it) at a much higher level in 
her job and in her community.

How Helpful Is It For People To Know Their RESOURCE?

About half of the people who come for AcuDetox are in long-term psychotherapy, or have been at some time.  The 
tendency for these people, who experience a new competency arising from within is to forego or finish off their 
therapy  in the months following the AcuDetox. It is particularly critical for these people, and generally important 
for all recipients to be able to put their finger on what they’re working with. When I was still struggling to identify 
which RESOURCE was in play in the few people in which it remained obscure, I was completely convinced that the 
recipient needed someone like myself who would engage in a struggle with them. Now I feel that we can provide  
what people need to identify their resource in written form ( in this book).  While visiting this topic for real can 
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certainly wait until the person is almost finished their AcuDetox, it will be dealt with in detail in Part Two of the 
book, which is meant to be used parallel to one’s treatment.  Suffice it to say that recipients will get much more out 
of AcuDetox when they can clearly identify what they’re working on. So the answer to the question of how helpful 
it is to know which RESOURCE is bubbling up for you is that it is critically important. I am confident now that we 
can lay it out here, when the time comes, so as to meet everyone’s needs.  For now it is sufficient to say that each 
recipient, assisted greatly by the AcuDetox itself will come to know which Horney-Wagner- Hurley-Donson  
temperament they fall into, and which matching RESOURCE - INSTINCTUAL, SENSORY or CONCEPTUAL  
will be in play for them  once their  is sessions are complete.

 I’m only slightly concerned about bringing up the topic of identifying one’s RESOURCE at 
the stage where people are looking at this from the outside - on account of the feeling it may 
bring up that the reader should know which RESOURCE will be in play for them before 
entering in.  May I tell you that  I’ve brought this topic up only to indicate to you in advance 
that there will be some work to engage you in AFTER AcuDetox, the results of which will be 
your discovery of which new RESOURCE will be in play in your life.  Identifying  which one 
it is will be much easier once you have done the pinning.  No need to do so now!

AcuDetox In A 
Group Setting

Just the other day  I was 
doing an intake session 
with a new client who is 
highly motivated to 
attend on account of the 
glowing report she 
received from her good 
friend.

But  she also knew from 
her friend that we provide 
AcuDetox in a group 
setting – and she found 
this disconcerting. Like 
others we talk to  all the 
time, fear of being in a 
group or fear of having to 
talk in a group may be 
part of the way stress 
impinges on that person.

 Virtually everyone who provides AcuDetox does so in a group setting. At the Lincoln Hospital as many as 250 
people are seen in a day.  It would be virtually impossible to have these numbers in treatment, and to provide 
individual sessions for each. But in this chapter we are talking about factors which help the process, and receiving 
one’s AcuDetox in a group is one of them. I have my own ideas why this is so. It is not so much that there is a lot of 
talk in an AcuDetox group, as all people are in a more-relaxed-than-usual state, bordering on meditation or even on 
sleep with some people. When we organize treatment in a group we are not trying to engineer conversation.

There is a three stage transition process which unfolds as three 
weeks of AcuDetox pass. Progressively, each recipient passes 
through each stage, the length of which is different for each person. 
Each stage brings up different internal feeling states which 
characterize the transition from being under stress to being more or 
less free of it.  We will go into these states  and stages in more detail 
in Part Two - at the time when they are actually occurring. For now 
it is sufficient to say that the transition is a series of  relatively 
relaxed feeling states which impinge on our awareness. 
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They are rarely disconcerting, but sometimes recipients have questions about them. Under normal circumstances the 
shifting sands beneath our feet might in itself be disconcerting. But just looking around, seeing that other people are 
in various stages of the same process makes one feel calm, and enables a person to go through the process without 
adding more stress to their life.

In our groups of 6 to 12  recipients, people are told that they are welcome to put out to the group any experiences 
that they are having which may be related to their AcuDetox. And fragmentary experiences, usually a short duration, 
and often making no sense in regard to what is otherwise going on with them, do occur frequently. To most people, 
just articulating what is going on increases one’s security in the process, and may even give rise to more of these 
fragmentary phenomena. These fragments of new experience are our brain’s attempts  to reorganize our experience 
in a looser and more spontaneous way than the patterned thinking and acting which is our entry-point way of coping 
with stress. In fact, coping is slowly going out the window, to be replaced by more spontaneous, more flexible and 
more resilient ways of being. This is often reflected in a progressive feeling of comfort in being in the group, and 
even a sense that the group is making one’s individual journey easier.

So when I hear somebody telling me that coming to be in a group is not the way they 
would choose to receive AcuDetox, and that they would rather find another way to 
proceed,  I understand how they feel and accept it, and at the same time I find myself 
watching for  that person’s growing comfort in a group setting. And usually I am not 
disappointed. As much as one’s pathway out of the constantly-under-stress state is an 
individual journey, that individual journey feels to be, and comes to be on a more solid 
setting when it occurs in the group, as the person feels “Hey, they’re just like me!” 

 Starting to Organize Your Own AcuDetox Journey

This book was written both for people coming to do AcuDetox at our clinic with us, AND for people who are 
choosing to do AcuDetox for stress management in another setting.  Although I’ve said it before, I should say it 
again here – that I would never have thought two years ago that I would be providing  a companion book which was 
meant to “cover the waterfront” for someone doing AcuDetox in another setting. But now I am. The way I’d seen 
this unfolding was that healthcare professionals would learn to do AcuDestress (the pinning and the client-provider 
interaction) by first being a recipient themselves, and through this experience being able to understand and work 
with the three characteristically different ways that people find themselves overcoming their less than optimal ways 
of dealing with stress. That’s the way I did it – by purveying my interest in what happened with my clients into 
exploring receiving it personally with my wife, Nancy. I still think that there is no substitute for having been the 
recipient oneself, but clearly this will be the case in a small minority of the settings where AcuDetox is offered.

 This book is organized in two parts. Part One,  consisting of the first six chapters, 
covers the broad swath of what anyone  ofwho is interested in this complementary 
medicine treatment might want to know prior to deciding to do AcuDetox. Clearly 
there is more information  here than you will get in most settings where AcuDetox is 
provided.  But after all, I’ve been doing this for 15 years, and anyone else that you 
see who’s doing AcuDetox for stress management has been doing it for less time 
than that.  So be it!  AcuDetox stands on its own merits, producing the desired effect 
regardless of who provides it. In fact, if you wanted to visit an acupuncturist who has 
never done a AcuDetox, I have provided a downloadable file which will show your 
acupuncturist exactly which points and their locations to use, which acupuncture pins 
are the best to use, and the timing of your treatments over three weeks16. 

 The matter of the timing raises an important concern. If you’re coming to our clinic, 
you will have to put aside the time so that you can attend at least 13 of the 15 
sessions, or you will have to make other arrangements with us, in advance to add 
sufficient sessions to get to 13. I read about people doing AcuDetox for stress management and treating people 
twice a week. But this is not sufficient for the production of major change. All that twice a week treatment will do is 
cause an oasis of relaxation amidst a larger difficulty managing stress over the long haul. Only enter in if you can 
devote the time and if your provider has the time to provide 15 sessions in three weeks.
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Screening for Suitability

While I can tell you in advance that  potential clients with all forms of  maladaptation to stress would be welcome at 
our clinic, this is not an exact carte blanche to just show up and begin treatment. AcuDetox should not be utilized if 
your distress is your reaction to an acute crisis. In this instance, you are better off having someone you can talk to at 
length – which is not the case with AcuDetox. 

Ideally, I would like to see you in advance, and I’m sure most other practitioners would feel likewise. Nevertheless, 
occasionally we invite people to come first and decide later, in consultation with us, whether this is suitable for 
them. There are two considerations here. While all categories of chronic distress respond to Acuetox, maladaptation 
to stress comes in two basic forms. The first and most common us sometimes called neurotic maladaptation.  Here 
we see people who have put all their eggs in the basket of one specific ego defense–like rationalization or projection.    
A distressing event occurs and is responded to in the same way each time, even if this is inappropriate. This form of 
adaptation responds well to AcuDetox, but at the slower end of the spectrum, often requiring some coaching to 
complete the process. The other form is that we might call a structural  adaptation to stress–which includes people 
who are psychotic and people who have personality disorders. These forms of distress also respond to AcuDetox, 
but often much more quickly, even during the 3 week sessions, and often require coaching to maintain the freedom 
from the old structure.  The latter group of patients would be well advised to be already working with someone in 
the psychotherapeutic community who feels comfortable working with them without medicating them further when 
changes begin to happen. If you suspect that you fall in this latter group, or have been told by a therapist that you do, 
please let us know, or if it’s not us, let whoever is going to be a provider of AcuDetox know that you may require 
someone who is comfortable talking to you if and when, out if the blue, you suddenly pop out of your structure.

Beyond the two types of maladaptations to stress, there are a group of  patients whose distress has occurred for 
organic bodily reasons, usually involving the diminution of one or more of the brain neurotransmitters -  dopamine, 
serotonin  and/or adrenaline. These are rarely tested for, so it’s not likely that you will know or even that your health 
care provider will know for sure if you’re lacking in neurotransmitters. But it does happen - and the symptoms are 
sufficiently vague that the imbalance of neurotransmitters often goes undiagnosed for as long as 10 years.

Today we are seeing an epidemic of gluten sensitivity ( the genetically-induced intolerance of wheat products in the 
form of malabsorption of essential nutrients), which is a muted form of  him, affecting as many as 30% of the 
population.  Our considerable experience treating people with distress in the face of  gluten sensitivity indicates 
that correcting the imbalance by going on a gluten-free diet for 3 to 6 months prior to AcuDetox  treatment is 
the best assurance that the treatment will work. Not all doctors are yet lining up to make or even accept this 
diagnosis, much like it was difficult to get doctors to accept fibromyalgia is a diagnosis. This may mean that you 
will have to take matters in your own hands and get testing done yourself. First, you should check how you are 
feeling versus the symptoms of a neurotransmitter imbalance17. Unfortunately the symptoms may be vague–or even 
nonexistent. If you are suspicious, you can arrange your own stool testing with a laboratory in Texas18.

 

 Because we are seeing so many people with distress for organic reasons (not just gluten sensitivity but other 
imbalances like low thyroid function or sex hormone imbalances)  the following chapter is devoted to this subject.
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